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Deter Violence with Targeted
Security Screening
Industry Note - Employee Safety

WHY ISCON?
ISCON Imaging provides safe,
high-resolution, whole-body, and handheld
scanners that quickly identify concealed
items without violating personal privacy.
ISCON Imaging helps you prevent losses
and protect employees.
Don’t Be A Statistic:
• There are 2 million victims of workplace
violence every year
• Costs range from $6.4 billion to $36
billion annually before legal fees
• Legal settlements are around $500,000
and jury awards usually reach $3 million
per case
• There were 698 deaths by intentional 		
injury in 2012
• 463 of those deaths were ruled as
homicides
Statistics from
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Cornell HR Review
National Institute for the Prevention of Workplace Violence

Gun Hidden in Pant Leg

Deterrence Solutions from ISCON
Workplace violence is an emerging threat that plagues
all types of businesses in the United States. These
events cost companies millions of dollars a year in both
liability and incidental costs.
Companies are increasingly being urged by authorities
such as OSHA to implement solutions to ensure
employee safety in the workplace. Failure to do so can
lead to significant fines and or legal judgments.
Concealed weapons, and contraband especially
nonmetallics, can readily be brought into a facility that
lacks a targeted security screening protocol.

ISCON’s patented thermo-conductive technology combines infrared (IR) and heat transfer for high-resolution imaging without the
use of harmful ionizing radiation. The camera sees the thermal imprint of concealed objects against the clothing.
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Many Challenges And One Solution
SecureScan Body Imager
TM

SecureScanTM enables whole-body screening that lets you see objects hidden under clothing,
without privacy or health concerns. It is an automated platform that utilizes Iscon’s patented
thermo-conductive infrared technology. It is user friendly for both operators and screening
subjects.

Recent Events

Boxcutter in
Waistband

Switchblade
in Pocket

Location: AL, USA Distribution Center
Timing: September, 2014
Incident: Employee Kills Former Coworkers 		
			
then Commits Suicide
An Employee who had been terminated the
previous day entered the facility in his uniform
with a concealed gun. He proceeded to shoot and
kill his former supervisor and a coworker before
committing suicide.
Location: OK, USA Distribution Center
Timing: September, 2014
Incident: Employee Kills and Injures Former
			 Coworkers
An employee who had been suspended earlier
in the day returned to work with a large kitchen
knife. Upon entering the building he attacked and
beheaded one of his former coworkers. He then
attempted the act on another employee before
being shot and injured by a supervisor, but not
before injuring the second victim.
Workplace Violence Solution:
Targeted screening of all personnel entering a
facility can help detect weapons and contraband
that could result in workplace violence. Contact
us to help you choose the best ISCON Imaging
solution for your needs.
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